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$250 reward offered
in sign vandal case
The School of Business and Public Administration's student govern
ment is offering a $250 reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible for damaging the school s sign.
The sign, which is situated in front of North Hall, was found Monday
morning covered with white paint.
_
This is the third time within a year that the redwood sign has either
been stolen or seriously damaged. Each time the sign has been replaced.
In a notice released by the students and faculty, it was stated that in a
time of increasing academic costs, it is irresponsible to squander University

The students of The
Feather River Preparatory
School have a lot to say
about living and growing at
their rustic mountain campus
on
the
outskirts
of
Blairsden.
See page 6.

funds.
_
SBPA's Dean Elliot Kline said, "We do not take this vandalism per
sonally, we just feel that it is silly that money is being used like this.
"Because we do not have our own building, our sign helps those that
are not familiar with this campus to find us," Kline continued.
Last year the sign was cut from its foundation and later found by the
police floating down a river. The second incident happened when the
sign was burnt down.
Kline said the police indicated that fire could have easily burnt down
all of North Hall.

opinion

page 2
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Doctor's
Advice

Again, to be or not
to be...academic

The UOP Board of Regents last week approved a policy on
special presidential admissions, a policy which was in their legal
right to initiate.
However, the Pacifican would like to join the Academic
Council in its request to have that policy rescinded so that a full
discussion of the topic, between faculty members and regents,
can be realized.
Many faculty members feel they were overlooked in an area
most definitely linked to academics.
After all, who will be affected by the policy? Students cer
tainly, and especially athletes, but the faculty will be affected
too.
As one professor pointed out at the Tuesday Academic Coun
cil meeting, faculty members will be forced to flunk some of these
special admissions cases, action that will certainly be opposed by
a coach worried about losing a team member.
Certainly some faculty members are a little angry that the
promise made to them by President Stanley E. McCaffrey has not
been kept. And further, they were not consulted in the process.
They were not the only ones overlooked, either. Students
were not given a voice.in this decision. In fact, a press conference
held on the Regent's March 13 meeting, failed to surface the
special admissions decision.
Instead, McCaffrey announced the university's new building
projects, including the events center, and failed to mention a
single word about special admissions.
The faculty is concerned about possible damage to UOP's
long-standing reputation in terms of its commitment to
academics.
And, frankly, so is the Pacifican editorial board.

Mideast peace pact:
truce or treaty?
By Dr. Gerald Hewitt
Department of Political Science
Editor's note:
The following is the second part of a report on President Carter's progress
in the Vlid-Easl peace talks.
The bill for the new Israeli-Egyptian accord has now been presented.
Past experience indicates that it will probably run to double the $4-5
billion now being publicized. In a $1.5 trillion economy, a mere $10
billion might be a small price to pay for peace—but will we be getting
our money's worth?
History repeatedly-shows that a peace agreement which doesn't re
solve fundamental issues becomes a truce instead of a treaty. The side
which feels cheated merely waits for the chance to strike back. A quick
review of the main issues in the Arab-Israeli conflict shows that little has
been resolved so far:
Israelis believe that they have been given, or have earned, the right
to live in a Jewish State in Palestine, and that his includes the right to all
land historic.ill\ a part ol llie 1,000 B.C. Davidic Kingdom, or at least to
whatever territory is necessary to protect the existing State of Israel,
lieturning the Sinai to Egypt is no threat on this score, but ending the
military occupation of Gaza, the West Bank, and Golan would be.
Palestinians, having been turned into a "people without a land" by
the events of 1948, want not only at least a part of their land back, but
also their right to a State of their own, with the corresponding ability to
determine their own existence. The "Autonomy" so far proposed by the
most liberal Israeli view would give them less self-determination than a
resei \ alion Native American.
Israelis believe, with some reason, that there aie no absolutely trustworth) friends available in a world which has witnessed centuries of hos
tility toward Jews (including most recently the Holocaust), and are not
about to entrust their survival to any outside power's guarantees. This
makes it very difficult to devise territorial solutions even the very limited
land transfer involved in this agreement apparently carries with it U.S.
promises of even more and better weapons to both sides.
It is a fact of life in the Middle East struggle that it has always in
volved the interests of powers outside the region. The closest that the
U.S. and the Soviet Union have come to a full scale military confronta
tion in the last 20 years was in the waning days of the 1973 war. Recent
U.S. moves have simply ignored the USSR, despite its being co-chair of
the UN process for dealing with this conflict, but a final settlement must
involve the Soviets, if there is to be real peace.
The "Peace Treaty" scheduled to be signed Monday avoids all the
hard issues above. It had to, if anything at all was to be signed at this
point. But its potential for actually becoming the first step toward real
peace turns on a number of IF's.
—IF Israel can be assured that the devlopment of such self-rule does
not pose an intolerable security risk, and that negotiating with Pales
tinians not longer means dealing with people fundamentally dedicated
to the destruction of Israel, then true peace negotiations may begin;
—IF such negotiations can then produce Israeli withdrawal from
West Bank settlements, compensation for past losses, and the develop
ment of a viable Palestinian State along with security for Israel, then
some of the most fundamental issues will be resolved;
—IF a solution can then be developed for the administration of Jeru
salem which will be satisfactory to pious Muslims (such as the Saudi
Leadership) and Jews alike;
—IF all the above can take place in an environment of relative
stability, both in the region and among all the key leaders;
—IF, at the same time, key powers outside the region—and notably
the USSR—can be brought into the process in an appropriate time and
manner, then, and only then, peace might become possible.
It should be obvious from this list that nothing is settled yet. Even if
all the above conditions can be met—which will be very difficult—the
process will still require a long time and a lot of dedication from all
sides.
But if it should break down at any point, then what is being heralded
today as a peace treaty for the-Middle East will appear in hindsight as
mere tokenism by the Israelis and a sell-out by Sadat, and that might
lead to even more desperate action than had there been no Carter trip in
the first place. Up till now, the gun has been the source of most change
in this conflict; if guns are now to be laid aside, there can be more relax
ing now: continuing peaceful change is crucial.
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Letters to the Editor
Special admissions
Dear Editor,
The recent policy mandate from
the Regents to President McCaffrey,
enabling him to lower and effectively
remove academic standards for en
trance into the University of the Paci
fic at the undergraduate level, is both
an outrage and an insult to the uni
versity community.
In a decision which appears to
have been reached without any input
from the faculty and student popula
tions of UOP, the Regents have over
stepped the reasonable use of their
legal power.
President
McCaffrey, now
possesses the power to lower the
academic
standards
for
ap
proximately one dozen students with
special talents whose entrance into
UOP m'ay be requested by a director,
dean, or coach.
The purposeful
vagueness of the policy mandate
brings to mind several questions.
Exactly what number of possible
students are referred to by the phrase
"approximately one dozen"? Who
shall determine which approximate
dozen shall be admitted if more than
the dozen are requested and what
criteria will be used in such a deter
mination?
What is implied by
"special talents"? Again, who shall
determine if a possible students ta
lents are special?
A policy which leaves so many
questions unanswered leaves me with
frightening visions of future manipu
lations and exploitations of this state
ment.
Neither my background nor
knowledge allows me to comment on
the possible ramifications towards
the long standing understanding of
faculty governance over academic
standards. However, as a paying con
sumer of the services provided here,
why were my opinions not solicited
nor my interests represented in this
decision?
I would hope that reaction to this
insult will be both swift and critical
from all elements of the university
community. Without that reaction, I
can only say that we deserve the kind
of university that we are becoming.
And this policy mandate is just a sam
ple of what is coming.

Sincerely,
Robert Bardwell

Japanese women
Dear Editor:
While contemplating writing
this, I asked myself if the gorgeous
man who smiles at me in the library
will still smile, and if the ex-professor
who says "hello" will still speak to
me when they realize I am the author
of this piece.
I decided they would, if only
because they are intelligent,
educated, and gifted men who realize
that the growth and advancement of
women increases and enhances the
growth and advancement of women.
This attitude is a reflection of the
sense of freedom with which our
society imbues us — the freedom to be

and do and say what we wish, no
matter what our gender of political
belief.
It is this freedom that is
lacking in many other countries,
perhaps even Japan. I suggest it is not
a lack of feminist sentiments which
keeps Japanese women from refusing
to do all the household chores or serve
and function in a position subservient
to that of her male counterparts, but
rather a lack of a forum in which to
air their true feelings, questions, and
doubts.
It has been asked how an
American woman would answer if
she were asked why men have to
cook, clean a floor, and raise kids.
Men do jobs that used to be called
"women's work" because they realize
that such jobs as cleaning the
refrigerator and swabbing the toilet
are stimulating and challenging to
only the lowest of mentalities. It
follows that if husbands will -help
their mates with the dirty jobs, the
wives will have more time to devote
to causes and interests that intrigue
and enrich them—including hus
bands and children.
Companies in Japan may offer
courses in flower arranging but how
much time does a woman have to
devote to aesthetic pursuits when she
is changing diapers and washing end
less numbers of baby bottles?
Many American women do
believe that marriage is a very impor
tant factor in the happiness of their
lives, but they also realize that they
cannot be interesting to themselves or
their spouses unless they pursue a
profession or avocation which causes
them to grow mentally and
spiritually. For some women this
may be the full-time job of
mothering, but for others it may be
building houses, putting up telephone
lines, or mixing chemicals.
Perhaps women do "force them
selves to keep busy, with their jobs in
order to forget or escape from their
inner vacancy and loneliness." If
they do, then it is lucky for us that
women are the legal equals of men
and can pursue any job they want.
How sad for a woman who is
alone and empty to be denied a
healthy outlet for her energies and in
stead turn to pills or booze, or, as I
believe too many people in Japan do,
to suicide.
One of the few true and unbiased
assumptions that the Japanese author
made was that American women are
pessimistic about marriage. How can
we continue to uphold the farce of
"until death do us part" when all
around us the marriages of our
teachers, parents, and even peers are
crumbling?
Many of us want a life-long
relationship with a friend and lover,
a helpmate and a partner, but is the
hurt we may encounter worth the in
vestment that we have to make? Yes,
we are pessimistic; it is painful to
know that today's lover may be
tomorrow's adversary in a divorce
proceeding. Therefore, when faced
with a doubtful future, some women
will choose not to marry rather than
risk breaking their vows to love and
honour.
The American woman of today is
not "mentally less warm and tender."
She is vulnerable, and afraid, and
harried. She realizes that she is com
peting in what is still a man's world;
she knows that she must be that much
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with long term use of the pill,
said a jubi
yeast infections are more frequent
his elect ior
Women whose cycle is very irregula:
University
may have problems becomiij student guv
pregnant when the pill is disfflt
Newlytinued. There may also be an
Associatioi
of periods when the pill is sto]
Mallon ad<
a " is that
Some physicians will not give thept
to women whose periods are vei* student fee:
irregular,
Since I
Some benefits
and Shove!
Some benefits from the pill111 pair have g
l) y such
that menstruation becomes less will
*4,000 o n
a decrease in cramping and clots
Also, acne often improves, an' Statue of ]
ean't go t ( ,
ovarian cysts occur less frequently
'he east
The level of hormone that is used
is so low thaf break-through bleedit)
reasoning)
can occur and it may be necessary11 elown and
increase the dose used.
lee-shirts (
the y grad
When it is safe
Who then can use the pi"' 'l
healthy woman under thirty yeaC
who doesn't smoke, doesn't take tl11
pill more than five years, and has'
yearly check up which includesbl
pressure and a urinalysis. She shoo1
return for a recheck if ^
K'-PS) __ -|
problems" develop that could
">ittee, \\|
related to the pill
|n,iKning
founts (
.'""uence

S»is.v- '

better to do as well as a man of inferior quality. Women know that
they have more choices and oppor
tunities than ever faced their mothers
and grandmothers.
If we do not show our kind and
gentle ways in classes and seminars, it
is because kind and gentle ways do
not make the grade or earn the "A.'
It is ambition and drive, dreams and
hard work that constitute success in
this society and women must never
forget this or they will lose all that
has been gained and all that is
cherished in this country.
As for men, they can love and
admire us; they can give us support
and encouragement. They are the
fathers and nurturers of our children;
they are our "partners in crime" and
our partners in love.
If they will aid us in our pursuits,
our education, and our professions,
they will be repaid tenfold with
women who are happy and produc
tive.
If they continue to cling to ar
chaic notions of women as chattel
and inferiors, then they lose out on a
great deal of partnership and joy, for
the women who are truly good and
competent will seek men who not
only let them grow, but encourage
them to grow.
Kathi Turner

Marc Tanner band
Dear Editor,
I would like to commend Ben
Slaught, ASUOP Social Director, on
his acumen for picking talent,
specifically, The Marc Tanner Band.
The concert Friday night was
very professionally run, musically
remarkable, and, a true bargain
($ 1 for UOP students).
The Marc Tanner Band was so
good that seeing and hearing them
made me wish I could buy stock in a
rock & roll band!
Again, congratulations to Ben
Slaught for a job well done.
Paul Vogelzang
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China,
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One
he pill
j. Cuba. COP will also send a
committee
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comprised
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Pill?
rate delegation to represent
imately 200 delegates.
he pill to anyone
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African
Peoples
OrganizaWith
Each country has a permanent
blood pressure, h
(S.W A.P O.) as a permanent obeart
representative who is the voting
thrombophlebitis
or
ver groupmember of the General Assembly.
yone having migrain°; <r
permanent observer group, as
The permanent representative does
Id not take the piU A
.(I, the actual United Nations, has
not belong to any particular commit
i who have ePilep
[of the rights of a country, with the
tee, but is free to sit in on any of the
seizures or be harder
option they are not allowed to
committees. The other delegates at
taking the pill,
They are basically there to intend the General Assembly, advising
sure
;uence other countries regarding
the representative how to vote when
iuld be discontinued jf
Nicies affecting Africa.
the resolutions from the various
a'ood pressure occurs
Randy Kamm, President of
committees come up to be ratified.
i stopped the elevated fl«|UNA, has participated in the
The permanent representative
vifl return to normal
United Nations since his from COP, representing China, is
d that women who
r.shman year at UOP. Now a senior
John Heim; from COP representing
sed, but reversible, International Relations major, he
S.W.A.P.O. is Chad Otten; from
iressure on the pill arj Uted that working with the Model
Raymond-Callison representing
p high blood pressure Inited Nations is an invaluable unJapan is Ginger Tulley and from
•graduate experience and is a perCovell representing Cuba is Dayle
Fuqua.
ial experience not a classroom ex
ould be stopped if a perience. Kamm added, "You learn
Kamm stated that, despite the
to have sugar in her
communicate, to negotiate, and to fun, it is a lot of hard work, as they
[ins to experience
leadaches. Cigarette
ises the risk of car• effects from the pill.'
ises over thirty years
sing fifteen or more
men who take the pill
ngly advised not to

try . to compress all of the United
Nations' activities into four days. He
continued, saying that they often
spend 10 to 12 hours a day in com
mittee meetings, and on Friday night,
after all of the committees have sub
mitted their resolutions to the
General Assembly, the General
Assembly is up all night voting on the
various resoulutions, finishing
around 10 o'clock Saturday morning.
Kamm said they do not try to
recreate the United Nations, but try
to emulate it. He continued, "We try
to come up with new solutions based
on the entire political situation. For
example, the Model United Nations
admitted the People's Republic of .
China before the United Nations ad
mitted them." He added that they
usually express the current views of
the countries they represent.
Both Raitt and Kamm stated that
UOP has an excellent reputation
regarding its work in the Model U.N.
Both attribute it to the amount of indepth research that the UOP
delegates do in order to familiarize
themselves with their countries'
policies.
Raitt added that UOP's delegates
were usually the most well informed
and have a high level of par
ticipation.
Kamm went back east and
visited the Chinese, Japanese, Cuban,
and S.W.A.P.O. missions to the U.N.
Kamm explained that they are called
missions rather than embassies
because embassies only exist between
countries and the U.N. is not a coun
try.
"Our speeches are based on the
information that the missions gave
me," Kamm . added. All of UOP's
opening speeches will be given in the

language of the country, with the ex
ception of S.W.A.P.O. as they haven't
found anyone who can speak the
language.
The guest speaker at the Model
U.N. is expected to be Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance' or Alfred Atherton, Special Ambassador to the Mid
dle East.
According to Raitt, more than
1000 students from approximately 90
schools participate in the Model U.N.
UOP is known for having one of the
largest delegations, 40 delegates, as
compared to the 15 or 20 most
schools send.
Kamm stated that there is no
limitation as to how many delegates
UOP sends except for money. He ad
ded that PMUNA will send as many
students as they can as they can af
ford to send. Each student partici
pating in the Model U.N. receives
four units of credit in Political
Science.
This is the last year that Dr. Raitt
will coordinate PMUNA. After 15
years as the faculty coordinator, he is
turning his position over to Dr. Jerry
Hewitt, who is the current faculty
advisor to the Covell delegation.
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eastern university).
Now, after six months of steering
WSA into similar projects "dedicated
to the four-year-old in all of us," the
two are getting a different kind of at
tention from the UW student body.
The same voters who turned out
in record numbers to elect a majority
of P and S senators have more recen
tly turned to impeachment and recall
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took office.
Complaints of "procedural
violations" culminated in an im
peachment effort by a few WSA
senators in December. It was unsuc
cessful, Bilodeau said, because im
peachment requires a two-thirds
majority, and two-thirds of the
senators are P and S senators.
Although not all P and Sers share
Malon and Varijian's philosophies

upon

submission

couliln ' brw .1
recall measure on

a
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strictures

awe* that individual
wish to adopt different
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College rfttePaOfis
on sale Monday
sold in
The announcements,
f 10 for $2 (20<t each), will
packages o
copA office from 1be on

5p.m

starting March 26.

Judith M. Chambers, UOP's Vice
President of Student Life, was elected
president of United' Way of San
Joaquin county at an Annual Meeting
and Recognition Dinner held March
9 at the Stockton Waterloo Gun &
Bocci Club.
Outgoing president Victor C.
Wykoff, Jr. was given a special
president's award as he passed the
gavel of responsibility over to Judith

.rUBMAKERS:

Offering University Faculty

land Students Discounts on all Hot Tubs. Spas,
Call 465-3044. ask for

memorize, organize notes, pass any exam.
Everything a student must know on top
I grade eassett-$9.95. Hypokinetic s-P.O.
I Box 3366-Walnut Creek, C.A 94598
i

MATURE ROOMMATE wanted to share
charming 2 bedroom house near UOP with
a couple. Rent 150" call 464-3047.

POLL SITTERS NEEDED for COPA
»„,il i & 4 $2.90 an hour,
election on April 3 «
I Apply COPA office - Bannister 107.
IECKANKAR—a way of life March 28: The

Mind...WPC 8 j

-

n4

Chambers^
Funds raised from the annual
United Way campaign help provide
support for 31 local human service
agencies. United Way of San Joaquin
County topped the million dollar
mark for the first time this year with
contributions totaling $ 1,009,894 for
an eight percent increase over the
previous year.

energized" environment of campuses.
Since then, though, NORML's
college constituency has dropped
from its peak of several thousand.
Thus, NORML plans to intensify
their campus efforts by direct mailing
and a stepped-up tour project. Over
40 lecture tours are scheduled this
year.
A typical lecture involves a
showing of the 1930s anti-marijuana
film "Reefer Madness," a talk, and a
question-and-answer session.
Ac
cording to Schott, "invariably our
lecture will draw some of the biggest
audiences at schools."
Peter Meyers, chief counsel lor
the group, agrees. Meyers recently
returned from a circuit that included
such schools as Mississippi State,
Southwest Texas University, West
Liberty State (W.Va.), Maryhurst
(Pa.), and Rochester Community

College in Minnesota.
"Campus is a delight, and the
kills like us better than (he magicians
or DNA or ESP because we're a lot
closer to their lives."

This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAME
Limit On* P*r Custom*'P*t Oay

Featuring over 60 different exciting
Amusement Games and Pinball Machines

U.O.P.

A

A twfi* expires April 15

SINGERS/ACTORS:
Singing Telegrams Inc. will hold auditions
on 3-29-79 at WPC no. 224, 7-10 p.m.
Any questions, call
(707)-252-4844

Located in Weberstown
Shopping Mall - Stockton

Z/^er UNIVERSITY
CENTER
PROGRAM COUNCIL
WANTS YOU!!!
...you're invited to get involved
as a committee member
for the 1979-80 year
If interested, check areas you are interested in:

"WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER
SAILING the Caribbean? Tile PaciTic?
Europe? Cruising other parts of the world
aboard sailing or power yachts? Boat
owners need crews! l-or Iree information,
send a 1 S«r stamp to Xanadu. (1833 So.
Oessner
Suite 661, Houston, Tx.
77036.':

"Classifieds
land Pool Supplies.

gra d

Chambers elected pres
of SJ county United Way

CPS — Larry Schott, the new director
of the National Organization for
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NOR
ML), is not entirely happy about the
complacent attitudes of college
students toward marijuana.
"Pot has become so common
place,'' laments Schott. "It's not a
cultural symbol anymore."
NORML, an eight-year-old
organization that lobbies tor
decriminalization and, more recen
tly, legalization of- marijuana, is fin
ding that students* widespread accep
tance of pot can be a problem.
"There is no great sense of urgency,"
Schott says, "when NORML tries to
rally students to the decriminali
zation cause.
"We stir up a lot of sen
timent—when we cite the statistics,
(an all-time high of 457,000
marijuana arrests in 1977; 90 percent
of these for possession), people
' gasp—but that's not enough."
Which is not to say that college
students are ablivious to NORML's
goals.
"College and military member
ships are two of our largest groups,
Schott said. Schott attributes this to a
higher percentage of students and
soldiers who read Playboy, which has
contributed money to NORML, and
runs complimentary NORML ads
frequently.
Schott adds that many campuses
have NORML chapters, though they
tend to "come and go" as students
move or graduate.
College support has always been
germane to NORML, which has
grown from 1971 to include an eightmember staff at its Washington, D.C.
headquarters, a $500,000 budget,
and offices in San Francisco, New
York, Atlanta, Chicago, and Los
Angeles.
During the early seventies, Schott
recalls, it was easier to garner sup
port in the more "politically

thcy
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fiscal year are available

ASUOP office until March 30.
ave

his intentions yet).
Disgruntled students efforts to
counter what Bilodeau calls the pair s
"anarchistic and totalitarian moves
to promote things not socially
valuable" started soon after the pair

educational policy."
The guidelines include a lourooint list of "musts" regardyjg con
trol over the funded programs, along
w th a four-paragraph statement of

COPA

'^quests
,

r
r.'l
riirpphtr of
(
Mrv.nr>
Ira
Silverman,
director
the
American Jewish Committee, ceded
that "foreign grants that support the
study of the donor's national culture
can play a useful, legitimate role in
enhancing the university's teaching
and research training...But they
become dangerous when they are ac
companied by stipulations that...the
college...act in ways that are an
tithetical to accepted American

election.
The May 1 election for next
year's senate is a major frustration to
the Coalition, Bilodeau says. Any
successful legal action would not be
enacted before then.
The Coalition believes, though,
that by clarifying and publicizing the
alleged abuses in student governnment, students would be less likely
to elect a group similar to P and S, or
to reinstate Mallon and Varijian
(neither incumbent has announced

/V'RITYOU an "A" Student? Speed read,

ASUOP fund
he 1979-80

imments

Board, but expects that they'll soon
be back at circuit court.
"Student court essentially has no
enforcement powers," Bilodeau said.
"But what we hope to accomplish
there is to at least put the facts in
front of the students" before next

funds.
Circuit Judge P. Charles Jones,
however, instructed the plaintiffs —
the Coalition to End Graft in Student
Government — to first pursue such
actions through student government
channels before pursuing it in court.

not

.. ASUOP fund request forms for

students ^

Cbalition member and law
student Tom Bilodeau says the group
will present their documentation ol
alleged graft to the WSA Student Law

Arab investments
opposed by committee
"mounts of Arab investments - anti
lenee — on American campuses,
distributed guidelines lor con
!lt'l'ring foreign investment on carnPus to 187 American colleges and
diversities.

agar
ist

efforts.
A lawsuit was filed earlier this
month that would have forced
Mallon and Varijian to account for
alleged overspending and affect a
restraining order on further use of

Photo hy Mike Allen

NORML for legalization
of 'cultural symbol'

Student govt, labelled
a sweep for insanity'
CPS - "It's a sweep for insanity,
few we can do anything we want,"
a jubilant Leon Varijian upon
lis election to vice-president of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
student government last fall.
Newly-elected Wisconsin Student
Association (WSA) president Jim
Mallon added, "The biggest joke of
is that we control $80,000 in
student fees."
Since their victory on the "Pail
ind Shovel" (P and S) platform, the
pair have garnered national attention
Uv such diversions as spending
H.OOO on an ice sculpture of the
Statue of Liberty ("if the University
tan't go to the east coast, we'll bring
if east coast here," went the
masoning), and $1,700 issued for
own and University of New Jersey
lee-shirts (so UW students could say
Ihey graduated from a prestigious

Judith Chambers

AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER 15 watts
Sound project by Pioneer. $75 or best offer.
See George rm. 203 South-West Hall.
DEAREST LOVE, juiuwllu
jjtii*wrrWT,J>»kr^..CLO, Sorry to have missed
the rendezvous last Tuesday. 1 have a class
Tuesday evenings. How bout a Thursday
night, say the 29th at the same
location., the Rat at 8,K? Have you con
sidered applying for the "Dating Game" to
be held at the Rat April 4th. Maybe we can
"fix" the game and get a free night on the
town together! I like heavy women...the
bigger the cushion the better the pushin'
Keep in touch. I'll catch you at the Rat
Thursday the 29th. Be there on time 'cause
they close every night at 9.

Ciao, Artie

I Rathskeller Entertainment
Cinema
—
Recreation
| Minorities
Pacific Wildernes Experience
Art
i Special Projects
Mini-Courses
—
Photography
| |Name _
Address

_Phone

Return to University Center Information Booth

LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!!

— |
—
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The Peer Hunter

Powerful portrayals of tne
Vietnam War

within its three hour running

what lies before them,

By Scott Cherney

djsap_

come in bursts rather than unlelT^l

There have been few films that
have preyed upon the human con
sciousness the way The Deer Hunter
has. It lingers in the memory long af
terwards, for the creators are as
and straight-forward with

honest

their audience as can be done.
No punches are pulled, let alone
any emotion spared.

It has been

made with such care that the screen
becomes a window to the world,
revealing a reality not often cap
tured.
Director Michael Cimino and
screen-writer Deric Washburn have

Elvin Bishop

created a

true Modern American

saga. It is split into three segments,
signifying the before, during, and af

Elvin Bishop 'Struts his Stuff' in S.F.

termath

of

the Vietnam

war

ex-

perience.
The locale they've chosen to por
tray America in microcosm is a Penn

By Kevin Bartram

sylvania steel town, a world many of

Pacifican Sports Editor

number entitled "Is You Is Or Is You

us may not be able to identify with,

the 2554th time in

to have food in his mouth and could
never swallow quick enough to get

Ain't By Baby". This song was done

yet inhabited with people that we

recent

memory, the Elvin Bishop

the words out at the proper time,. The

in typical Elvin fashion and sounded

can.

Band,

this

band's saxophonist

very tight and clean.

Well for

time

minus Mickey

also sang but

Elvin's per

story

mainly

revolves

around three close friends, all of

all at once. Cimino's choice
U8lil,Tt

ea"

enough, they a

,ulb inside .,o.
where

that they must try to adaj* bacM

confidence and bares its soul to theif|S |

the life they once knew
of
superb array
life into their
talent that breathes
Robert DeNiro, as
characters.
,
the
Michael, the strongest of
of the^thre

try.

The cast is a

friends and the deer hunter of the title
adds yet another powerful portray
to his collection.

DeNiro

allows

Michael an inner strength that never
lets up throughout the course ot the
film.
Christopher

Walken

is

remarkable as Nick, the good natured
friend who slips into psychological
oblivion.

Walken's range gives this

transformation complete credibility.
John Savage is also riveting as
Steve, the third and weakest friend, a
man who has sunk to the lowest

blowing that horn too much. A little

didn't play guitar through most of

whom undergo a mental metamor

and, for the 2554th time, as far as
this critic has heard, the Elvin

less sax and a little more voice from

this song.

phosis within the span of the film.

The others in the cast are oustanding-

him

girls in the audience and singing,

We see them revel and rejoice at a

most notably Meryl Streep and the
late John Cazale.

their

Just looking coyly at the

Bishop Band put on one heckuva

performance.

funky-

Elvin, in his usual garb of a cowboy

wedding before embarking on their

dang good show.

country tone and the whaling sax, all

hat, jeans and a work shirt, came off

journey to Nam.

of their songs seemed the same.

effectively as if he was still having

(Those figures

With

that

Anyway, the star finally arrived

great deal of his road shows in this

They joke about

depths and attempts to live a new lite.

consisted mostly of members of the

the Old Waldorf in San Francisco.

Smiling constantly, but sincerely,

luke-warm first group. The keyboar

Once more, Mr. Bishop gave his red

with his baby-face starting to show

dist, bassist, guitarist and one of the

neck-oriented crowd a stompin' good

his years of touring and partying,

saxists were from the warm up band.

night of country-rock-blues sounds.
To start the concert (which star
ted about 45 minutes late and, con-

Elvin got the crowd going with this
number and didn't let them down

brought his own also) were unleashed

He has a long way to go before he

when he picked right up with "Strut-

and the concert never quite regained

reaches the top, as the low turnout for

scqucntb. the audience was some

tin' My Stuff" — one of Elvin's best.

full balance.

The rest of the show

his Saturday night show in the Con

what burned-out before the first band

This song did come off a bit less sin

fluctuated somewhat as too much sax

servatory indicated; nevertheless,

came out) a warm-up band placed

cere than others and without the

Marc Tanner has all the ingredients

players's half-hearted dancing, and

to carry him to the peak of the AM

Tanner's enthusiastic cliches—came

pop charts.
Tanner's potential stems from a

across as phony and contrived.

combination of talent and luck; he

contrived. While it is solid pop/rock,

has a solid voice, a solid band, and

it possesses nothing unique to distin

slumberland. Then the crowd came

most important, he has a new con

guish it from any other AM hit music.

back to full life as the band went into

tract with Elektra/Asylum Records

Perhaps this cloned quality is what

"Rock My Soul", but, unfortunately,
was lulled once more by another,

with the accompanying publicity

the band strives for, or perhaps it is

hype.

simply a reflection of the conditions

But that's the price a

and had an

musician pays for having a hit; he'll

a "blues attack" and sang a song

El\ in Bishop-tone. Thev had singer

have to perform that song in every

reminiscent pf his classic "Little
Brown Bird". Elvin stood out on this
song, which did pull the crowd out of

half-hour.

selections were tight

Their

usual vigor.

problems as the lead singer, a small,
curb -haired Icllow. alwavs seemed

remaining concert in his career.
Next, Elvin did a funky-bluesy

CAMPUS
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Friday, March 23
Senior Recital Reception - Gold Room - 6:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film - "Smokey and the Bandit" - U. Center
Theatre - 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Sr. Irumpet Recital - Greg Heltman - Conservatory
Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.
ASUOP Comedy Theatre Group - Ducks Breath - Long
Theatre - 8:00 p.m.
UOPian Affair - Annunciation Hall - 8:00 p.m.
Sr. Voice Recital - Seldon Moreland - Conservatory
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.

COP Day - Campus - 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film - "Smokey and The Bandit" - U. Center
Theatre r 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
UOPian Affair - Annunciation Hall - 8:00 p.m.
Sr Cello Recital - Kathy
Auditorium -8:15 p.m.

Rhodes

-

Conservatory

ASUOP Film - "Smokey and The Bandit" - U. Center
Theatre - 3:00, 6:00, and 9:00 p.m.
Mass - Chapel - 7:00 p.m.

perience.
On stage, the Tanner band seem

were

made—the

under which the songs were written

ductive months writing song after

strumental country-rock song.

his publicity material he says, "I

song with producer Nat Jeffrey").
Marc

to

the

promotional

Tanner's music

is

con

Elvin then went down-home with

want to make a strong entrance. The

"Coin' Fishin". This rendition did

great rock and rollers have all been

sistent, driving, well-polished rock

not seem the least bit stale or re

great performers and have lasted be

and roll.

hashed even though it comes form

cause they had character."

anemic, unoriginal, without much

That may be, but Tanner has a

The problem is that it's

substance or soul behind it.

The

long way to go before his perfor

Tanner band plays mass-produced

vocals, the obnoxious saxophones still

mance ability is considered "great."

stood out and should have been toned

Saturday night's show was the first

musical mush with a slight Holly
wood flavor.

down.

stop on "a long tour" for the group

Saturday night's audience was

(during which they will be opening

split in its reaction to Tanner. Many

However, Elvin's songs and

prsonality

continuously

kept

the

for the group Firefall).

show alive.
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The Deer Hunter is what the [hat takes you
cinema is all about.

Opening

walked out with the show in progress,

night stage fright combined with a

at the Valley Cinema.

while others were excited enough to

Wofs Opp'nin
by Marshall Stacks

The piano soun

ties if he is actually to make "a strong

ded a bit distorted but the song was

entrance into the rock arena," as his

Elvin. And it was good.

publicity claims.

previous numbers.

dance in the orchestra pit.

Tanner's

Opening the show was San Fran
cisco comedian Mark

McCollum,

with an act that all of the audience

In his music as well as his style

Heavier
Alchemized:

Metallic

Element

The brand new Judas

Priest album could likely cause a
nationwide hernia epidemic; it is
heavy.
This one makes Van Halen sound
like Sammy Davis, Jr. singing "The
Candyman" at 78 RPM.

1 recom

mend first listening in three reps of
10, and be careful not to strain your
self.

Watch for a concert nearby in

the upcoming days. If you get lost on
the way to the show, just grab a large
magnet and put on a pair of rollerskates.
Heart of Glass Afloat On a Sea of
Vinyl;

It's funny, the stretch power

of statistics.

By no, I'm sureyouvf

heard, as I have been hearing for 3
weeks now from various media sour
ces,

the

report

Heart of

..."Blondifi

fhat

Glass' single is selW

100,000 copies a day in England

McCollum's talent

days, that's not bad.
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likely, either. That's unprecedented
Why, that's horse...

T

up

lies in imitating musical performers

suppose it was a true statement at t e

morning and the patrons were bur

memories of Bay Area rock star Ed

from Arlo Guthrie and Donald Duck

moment of exclamation.

ning out. And the band's choice for

die Money in his earlier days. Both

to Grace Slick and Robert Plant.

it continues to be true, then we ca"

their first encore didn't help as they

musicians exhibit the same lighthearted rock and roll, the same
"rising star" image, and the same

much more audience appeal, an attri-

Sr. Mute Recital - Elinor Nichols - Conservatory
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.

encore

with a

their

songs.

developed

Cleverly moving from song to
song w.th bits of autobiographical
humor, McCullom keeps his audience
thoroughly entertained, seldom
missing the mark with a line.
He plays the guitar (acoustic and

expect even higher oil prices w'1
that much tied up in polyvinyl.
who called his appendectomy scar3"
..."Money

buy you love"—Eddie Munster.

funky sax-oriented

tune. This got the crowd going and
left them in good, happy spirits.

Jr. Voice Recital - Debie Recio - Conservatory Auditorium
-8:15 p.m.
UCPC Comedy Night - Rathskeller - 9:00 p.m.
Eckankar - "The Reactive Mind" - WPC 134 - 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 29
Jr. Piano Recital - John Ballerino - Conservatory
Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.
UCPC Film - "Red Nightmare" and "Red Detachment of
Women" - U. Center Theatre - 9:00 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha Concert - Conservatory Auditorium - 8:15
p.m.

on a good show, although I was per
sonally

disappointed

that

they

neglected to play "Juke Joint Jump"
and "Watermelons". Of course, they
nixed "Fooled Around and Fell in
Love", his only top ten hit.

Mickey

Thomas, his ex-co-lead singer, who
popularized that song with his voice,
quit the band recently to form his
own group, "Omega". As mentioned
earlier, Johnny "V" Verranza, an
EBB mainstay was
reasons unknown.
The show

missing,

for

was good and the

music was great. In fact, overall, the
warm-up band and it's members were
given too much exposure and not
enough of Elvin was seen.
But, as usual when Elvin was in
the spotlight, he was Hell raisin'.

The Marc Tanner Band
"«9»«.h.Con.ervatoPhoto by Mik
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However.'

Overall, Elvin and the band put

Sr. Clarinet - Jim Rallis - Conservatory Auditorium - 7:00
p.m.

J

On the basis of one day's sales.

and image, Tanner

about

conjures

seemed to enjoy.

the running total at about 2,1001""®

around, it was pushing two in the

Elvin returned for a second and final

Wednesday, March 28

with a zesty

copies in England alone.

Sr. Theory/Composition Recital - Joan Krebs - Conser
vatory Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.

UCPC Film - "Petulia" - U. Center Theatre - 9:00 p.m.

spareribs wer

large number of music fans, making
his chances for success good.

However, Tanner

must learn to overcome such difficul

"sameness"

Conservatory
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The Deer Hunter is now play^

Tanner's music sounds equally

promoted as a budding superstar. In
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again late on,

without a lead in.

guitarist's facial expressions, the horn

session that was very tight for an in

Flow".

for Nick.

lead

than his music. He is being blatantly

crowd stomping for a second encore.

Jr. \ iola Recital - Nancy
Auditorium - 7:00 p.m.

attempts

talent well as he led a jamming

one of his band's first albums, "Let It

This occurs

Michael returns to Saigon to searcf j Per''

to the audience. As a result, whatever

material, "Marc spent three very pro

a mean guitar solo which got the

Tuesday, March 27

ed nervous and confused in relating

(according

swung into a bluesy song.
Thismoody selection finally would up into

Monday, March 26

Pacifican Staff Writer

Marc Tanner is on his way up.

structed image is more interesting

By the time the encores rolled
Sunday, March 25

bute which probably comes with ex

Elvin showed off his leadership

Elvin wound up his pre-encore
Saturday, March 24

By DarrenDamonte

In fact, Tanner's carefully con

bluesy sax solo.

at Y
pinin&
just
than

important were cut at the last min^

Marc Tanner debuts at UOP

finally realized that his back-up band

blaring rendition of "Raisin' Hell".
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time transitions.
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booths, promp

in the Bay Area was last weekend at
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stems from an inability to establj y 0

Campus concert review

At the end of "Is You Is..." one

put some of the crowd to sleep.
After the first sax solo, Elvin got
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era.

Elvin came

About this time the saxes (Elvin
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The Deer Hunter moves leisurely

area.)
Elvin's most recent performance

for the anxious crowd.
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I he winter lull is tinally over and rock and roll is back on the road in The
Bay Area. With the closing of Winterland Bill Graham is searching other
halls and arenas in the hope of finding a new mecca for music and replace
some of the magic that was lost with the abandonment of the San Francisco
landmark.

his
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pt, as if somethw
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f*- Hoosier Inn began as a
the
wop in 1933. It remained so un-

when Charles and Charlotte
:hased the cafe.
After
* P«rcr
of
hard
work
and
J years

Not only is the food and service
of the highest quality, but the prices
were extremely reasonable. The price
for a complete filet mignon dinner is

by the Dyers, it has
jication
jived in<° a truly exquisite
irant.
you enter, a sign welcomes

only $5.95. This is the highest price
on the menu.

tvith the warm words "Through
portal pass the world's finest
M" The experience grows as

For those who like to enjoy a
quiet, relaxing meal, this is the place.
Displayed throughout the restaurant
are heart-warming quotations that
express the owner's beliefs.

[fnter

the parlor, the waiting area
|<esyou
back into the Victorian
!|ta
is decorated with
joCl as it

Such a place is a pleasant change
from the fast impersonal service
usually received from other notec
restaurants.

^es, tables, chairs, and other
(Cious antiques from that romantic
fle atmosphere continues into
Jining area where comfortable
#(|,Si prompt service, and peaceful

The Hoosier Inn, named after the
owner's home state of Indiana, has
proven that a close family and hard
work
can indeed fulfill the
"American Dream."

(jludeawait the patron.
Ihc dinners include an excellent
, fresh crisp salad, the entree, a

fates, and cracks
v that is interestJ funny.

ireribs were very lean and coated

Ye Olde Hoosier Inn is located at
1537 North Wilson Way. It is open
daily from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m for
breakfast, lunch and dinner,
All
meals are servedd with the Dyer
personal dedication of old time at
mosphere, old time goodness, and old
time prices.
For those who appreciate an ex
cellent meal in a quiet atmosphere,

:h a zesty barbeque sauce.

the Hoosier Inn is the place to dine.

oice of potatoes, hot homemade
jstrolls, and ice cream for dessert.
The three entrees we sampled
e: The New York Steak, Filet
[,non. and Barbequed Spareribs.
[New York was a well-portioned
me cut of beef and was covered
tastv garlic butter.
The

ipp'nin

ill Stacks

coula

literally be cut with a fork. It too was
cov
covered with the delicious garlic butter.
, . Other
. . , entrees on the menu
menu in
clude chicken, fish, and other fine
cuts of beef.

The

tallic
Element
brand new Judas
d likely cause a
epidemic; it is

Alice Cooper is scheduled to appear in the cavernous Oakland Coliseum
Arena on March 31 followed by Supertramp five days later on April 5. The J.
Ceils Band plays the Oakland Auditorium Arena on March 24. This is a new
outfit for the Graham productions, located on 10th Street in downtown
Oakland.
Hie rock empressario has also scheduled the years first outdoor show—at
San Jose s Spartan Stadium rather than the traditional Oakland Coliseum—on
April 22 featuring the Greg Kihn Band, the Charlie Daniel's Band, and The
Grateful Dead (who else?).
1 lie club scene is also picking up during these Spring months. The Old
Waldorf—Graham's stiffest competition—presents the best series 61 concerts
in recent memory. Dwight Twilly appears tonight and tomorrow, with DireStraits, a band that has been exciting the East Coast for weeks, to follow on
March 31 and April 1. Graham Parker and the Rumour return to the Bay
Area on April 8 and 9—a perfect way to begin Spring break.
Jay Ferguson and the newly reunited Poco also have performances at the
Waldorf in April and Todd Rundgren rounds out the month with three shows
on April 27-29. Watch out Bill Graham—these guys are serious!
The Great American Music Hall combines bluegrass, comedy, and jazz in
its Spring repertoire featuring Doe and Merle Watson on March 27; Mark
McCollum on March 3 1; and Woody Shaw on April 7.
Also lo note: Santana will play a benefit performance tonight at the
Marin Civic Center and former rocker turned disco queen Hod Stewart will
perform June 16 and I7 at the Cow Palace.
Don't have the cash to spend on the big shows? $8.00 and $9.00 is a bit
much I agree, but that's no reason to go without music. 1 he smaller clubs in
the Bay Area have excellent shows lor only $3.00 and $4.00. Get over to Rancho Nicasio in Marin or the Mabuhav Gardens in the City and eateli a coun
trv, rock and roll, or new wave band before they break the big time. It s lun,
inexpensive, and can be educational too (imagine that!). Don t let the music
pass you by—go out and find it.

The Asian Alliance Club in
association with ASUOP will hold the
7th annual Asian Cultural Fair on
Saturday, March 31 from 11:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. on Anderson Lawn.
Events will include cultural dan
cing, Ikebana displays, Asian foods, a
Martial Arts demonstration, and
featuring the Taiko Drum Troupe
from San Francisco.
A Disco Dance and Light Show
with D.J. George Thompson will be
held that night in Raymond Callison
Great Hall.
Advance tickets are
$1.50 and are available at the
ASUOP Record Store. Tickets wili be
$2.00 at the door.

Publication
The Holt-Atherton Pacific Center
has published a book on the life of
Charles Weber, the founder of
Stockton, which is available for
$5.50 from the center.
The book, written by Ilka Stroffregen Hartmann, an instructor of
German at Delta College, deals with
Weber's childhood in Germany
before he migrated to Stockton at the
age of 36.
For more information telephone
946-2405.

Mardi Gras.
All UOP students, employees,
and alumni are welcome. Free non
alcoholic drinks will be served.
Tickets will go on sale the first
week of April.

Comedy nite
The Rathskeller Entertainment
Committee presents Comedy Nite at
the Rat on Wednesday, March 28 at
9:00 p.m.
For those of you who think you
are funny sign up to participate at the
University Center information booth.

Marriott's
Beginning April 1, UOP students
and members of the UOP staff will be
able to purchase Marriot's Great
America tickets at a special low price
of $7.00.
Tickets will be available in the
ASUOP Office.

THE
Tom Robinson

Spring formal

BAND
April 23

A spring formal dance will be
presented by the University Center
Programs Council on May 5 from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Anderson Dance
Studio.
The theme of the dance will be

8:00 p.m.
Raymond Great Hall
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Students tell the story
of Feather River Prep

Photos by Tim O'Connor

By Susan Pillow
Pacifican Managing Editor

"Living here means sharing your
life with a lot of people. There is a
real sense of family and if it were
taken away all at once it would
probably hurt a lot of people. But
when you have to leave, you know the
mountains are still here."
—Tracy Van Hoy
FRP, Class of '80

Fifty miles north of Truckee, in
the valley town of Blairsden, the
Wooden classroom buildings and log
cabins of Feather River Preparatory
School remain hidden in the hills
among the trees.
An idea for a feature article and
a natural sense of curiosity about the
school which UOP is about to close
ltd me up the winding mountain
roads to check out the remotely
situated prep school currently owned
by UOP.
Upon arrival in Blairsden last
Friday night, the campus was surprisipgly still, considering the usual
Friday night activities of highschoolers, but by 9 a.m. Saturday the
campus was bustling, and kids filled
the dining hall, clamoring for a taste
of Headmaster Bill Hoffman's special
omelets.
• Seeing a headmaster (financial
director, social coordinator, disci
plinarian, and advisor) whip up
Saturday breakfast was only the first
of many surprises encountered at
Feather River.
Following breakfast, 20 students
piled into an upstairs room of FRP's
residence hall, The Cedars, to talk
ijbout their school.
J
Vanessa Wood was one of the
Hirst to speak out.
! "In public school I never went to
class. I never wanted to go to class. I
flunked out there, and now I'm on the
Ronor roll, but it's not because it's
easy here."
"Yeah," interjected another
Student, "it's just that you can't not
(jo your homework."
I
There is a strict rule that there
are no weekend activities for those
who haven't turned in homework,
until it has been completed.
The students spoke ol how the at
mosphere in public schools had not
(notivated them. At Feather River
{vhere tuition and room and board

amount to $4500 a year, small classes
are more individually paced.
And, the students say, once they
have someone taking the time to help
them out, someone to be sensitive totheir individual needs, they begin to
want to learn.
The students talked a lot about
the groups and cliques in public
•school.
"There you have to act a certain
way, and there is a certain group you
know you're supposed to belong to
even if you pretend like you don't
want to be a part of it."
"Here we're one big group," said
Ruth Flagg. "There's a general
closeness between us, like in a big
family."
It was also pointed out that the
feeling grows naturally in the relaxed
atmosphere where school and home
are the same place.
Randy Miller is a new student at
FRP, but his first impression of the
school is positive.
"This is excellent. I hardly ever
went to public school. Back there I
never wanted to go. It was such a
bore. I thought this place would be a
bore too, but it really is excellent."
The group compared FRP to
other prep schools. "This is more
open. The other schools are military
or reform schools, or snobbish richkid schools. They are so regimented.
There are lots of rules." .
When asked what kinds of
freedoms they are allowed at Feather
River,
one
student
replied,
"Everything!"
With that everyone laughed and
gave a run down of the rules.
"We have bed checks. We're not
supposed to have alcohol. We have to
do our homework, and there's a $2
fine for cutting class. And," they
agreed, "$2 is a lot of money."
The subject switched for a
moment to academics.
"Here you learn morft' everi
though you don't care so much about
grades. They (the staff) think its
enough for us to grow, and to learn
and to prepare for a good job," said
one student.
When questioned about improve
ments in their "worst subjects,"
several students mentioned having
trouble in Spanish and consequently
hating it.

"But now," said one student,
"I'm getting A's. Donna (Feci) is an
excellent teacher." English was
another subject in which a number of
students reported outstanding im
provements.
The conversation moves on to
some of the "extras" offered by the
school.
In the winter, when, as one
student put it, "the snow and cold is
getting us down" there is a spring
trip.
This year the staff packed up the
gang in school buses and vans and
headed for Baja, where they relaxed
on the beach and practiced Spanish
with the Mexicans, whom the stu
dents found to be quite friendly once
they took the time to stop and talk.
Before I arrived, Friday night a
group had taken off to do some night
skiing at Boreal Ridge (I remember
watching the skiers from the highway
on the way up and thinking how
crazy they were to ski in the cold
night air, but I had yet to discover
just how crazy.)
Saturday morning another group
headed for the hot springs in a nearby
town, and later that night I found a
rambunctious group piling ski
equipment into the hallways in
preparation for Sunday's ski trip to
Alpine Meadows.
Staffers Dale Hemm and Barry
Sullivan seemed to take the ruckus in
stride, as they rounded up the gang to
go see a movie, while another group
headed out for pizza.
There hardly seems to be time for
partying; no wonder Friday nights
, are so quiet.
Katie Hemm, a resident of one of
the cabins on the hill, said, "It's not
like no one ever does anything wrong
here, but the atmosphere helps.
When we're bored, or when we're
frustrated, we can go hiking.
"We have the trees and the deer
and the birds. It's a peaceful feeling
that no one wants to destroy."

Kuth Hagg and Mary Bowden concentrate on
backgammon

Cabins El Dorado & Lassen look through the forest to the golf course

"But," Tracy Van Hoy adds,
"it's not like we hide away here.
We're very aware of the 'real world'
and we can face it. We can face it
even better when we leave having ex
perienced what we have here."
Academics are a favorite topic
with Katie and Tracy. They give the
FRP staff full credit for that.
"They're not really teachers," they
agree, "they're friends who are
teaching us.
"Chuck," they say, smiling affec
tionately in reference to history
teacher Chuck Fisk, "is a total red
neck, and absolutely lovable.
"He knows everything and he
can answer any question you ask. His
history classes are excellent. It's as
though he was on hand when every
thing happened.
"He makes history a fascinating
subject and because of him we all
know it really well."
When I noticed them correcting
each other's grammar I was im
pressed, but they were quick to give
credit to English teachers Deseree
and John Harris.
"In ninth and tenth grade,"

"Although there were oCCasj01
conflicts in the past, we haven't k l
any problems for a long time
this year's class is terrific,"
|
His wife, Ro, joined him I
pressing concern about the
"We're pulling for them to stayoj

I

We're happy to have them."
Before leaving Feather RivetJ
paused for a final look at the tree!
and mountains around me so as
to allow their beauty to escape
memory. Now. I find the most oil
standing memories to be of the peopU
I met there, wondering how much
longer they will remain.
Of more than 70 people, I didntl
meet one I didn't like. As a matterol!
fact, I think they are all preth
neat...and so is their school.

J
J

Katie pointed out that a student
at FRP missing even one assignment
receives an incomplete in the class.
"Here many of us get A's
because the teachers push us to our
potential."
Tfacy mentioned a sociology
class taught by FRP administrative
assistant Colleen McKeown, saying,
"She's a fun teacher."
Katie talked about class studies
which included a section on
minorities in the U.S.
"We studied the living problems
of rich kids, poor kids, Mexican
Americans, and so forth. We had an
American Indian guest speaker, and
a social psychologist came from
Quincy to talk to us about child
abuse."
Amidst the glowing reports
about FRP there is mention of those
students who go back to other high
schools. "They all end up coming
back here," I was told several times.
Cheryl Zias left Feather River to
try out public school again, but two
weeks later she was back.
"There's just no comparison,"
she said, "academically or socially.
"I want very much to graduate
from this school.
It's a special
place."
Staff and students are joined in a
firm vote of a support from the
Blairsden community.
Downtown Blairsden basically

Bob & Ro Stahl: 'We're pulling for them
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display and classified ads are due
in the Pacifican office by 5 p.m.

FOR
SUMMER
COMFORT
Birkenstock's

Monaco's Hair Design

FOR THESPACE BEUOWYOUR FEET

For Men and Women

UOP
DISCOUNT

themes
k and

romantic things,
| And life is also full of
beginnings
and ends and downward trends,
But there's one thing that
.remains when all else ceases.
And, that's love. For no matter
what,

Hiontfs

We Have
Them All!!

10 % off any service or product
for student or faculty

[love never dies, but remains
deep

Ann Miyoshi (Senior, COP) With
the outcome of the election, (where
students voted not to go ahead with
the Events Center before improving
academic facilities), I feel that the
administration is blatantly disrespec
ting student wishes. And regarding
special admission standards, I feel the
same way as the Academic Coun
cil—that the Regents shouldn't inter
fere with academic standards, but
should keep to their administrative
functions.

deatnines

WX^itoWt^^AS \ gj\\\ he S«u3 W*cTV^

| Life is full of dreams and

exist right now.

7

7\uch moioe^-

To Gail

fred Muskal (Professor, School of
Education) I think they want to build
university our football team can be
pro'|Ud of. In other words, I think
[here probably is a place for
»cademics at the university, despite
what the Board of Regents might say.
|n a more serious vein, the university
needs a governance structure with
genuine faculty input. I hat does not

i'
•!
£
'!
!•
''

\

Ad

Friday, one week before publication.
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If you're wondering why the
ever-popular "Drink of the Week"
column is not in this issue, never
mind. It s just that, well, the colum
nist discovered this new drink, in this
new bar, in this new town, in this new
state (no, not Jonestown), and he/she
didn t make it back for the deadline.
Truthfully, the editorial staff was
glad because this issue has an overage
in terms of intoxicants—check pages
3 and 9. Anyway, the column will be
back, and in tact, next week.

rmnredll
retlh(JUni0r'Raym0ndCa,,ison)
'
V upset about the special
utandards

RIGHT rQ

X reai. no yoor ad 7)v»T ofuei
hahd vwriTiNo. re-fledS K«V ptrao**xVvTy.

How do you feel about the Board of
Regents opening bidding for construeturn of the events center and admin
istering special academic standards for
talented athletes?

,SST

By Tom Willie

8002 N. El Dorado
951-1210

(west side ol Mors y n s

Hammer & El Dorado — Next to Thrifty's

...in College Square)

within your heart.
W
V
V

SCIENCE, ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATES:

Join our OPEN HOUSE in Sunnyvale
Saturday, April 7th 9AM - 4PM
for COLLEGE GRADS

Jimmy Green (Senior, COP) I feel that
if the\ would let more athletes in,
there would lie more money for the
Events Center...and more people
could attend the games. We could
expand recruiting efforts...women's
athletics and facilities...with Title IX
out for equality in women's sports.
Look at what happened in Marquette;
they paid for the athletes and they

\ 01 i

Ben Slaght (Social Director, ASUOP) I
don't agree with that, but on the
other hand, athletes seem to play an
important role...major contributors
to the school want to see a good foot
ball team, but this is a school for
students. The administration doesn't
support the students; they support the

*2?

Call Collect Weekdays (408)742-7194
for Interview Appointment

. nnirhppri Missiles & Space Company is a name worth remembering. Our career opportunities have

events, and our year 'round sunny, fresh air atmosphere.

backers of the school.

Investigate the following opportunities available at Lockheed:
Pat Brandow (Freshman, COP) 1 he
special academic standards, I m

Guidance System Analysis
Advance^ communications
systems
RF Antenna Engineering
Scientific programming
and Analysis
Electro-Optical Systems
and Analysis
. Test Equipment Design

outraged at. 1 don't see why the
Board of Regents has to make special
standards for Bob Toledo and his
football team when we have a topknotch basketball team in superior

academic standing.

est and

SErmes

. Reliability Engineering
. Structural Dynamics
. Thermodynamics

WINES & L I Q U O R S /FREE ICE CUBE

. stress Analysis

• Simulation
• software Systems
Development
• Applications Programming
• control Systems Engineering
• Signal Processing Systems
• Digital Circuit Design
• Microprocessor Applications
and software
• Mini & Micro computer
Architecture
• systems Definition & Analysis
• structural Analysis

Satellite Operations
MAJORS IN ASTRONOMY, METEOROLOGY, PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS - Shift Work Involved.
a

jl. 10 % Discount on Cases
Beer, Wine & Liquor

vide

.

cn„ific

satellite flight test operations during readiness, execution and evaluation
,„1 procedure,lor.he Mission Control T«.m MnCon.l .re.sto pro-

max,mum mission support. We will provide in-house training.

Several positions offer opportunities at all levels. Interested?

• • kegs

- IF YOU DIDNT MEET OUR CAMPUS REPS WHEN THEY WERE HERE...

' V;

tterior

adds a

COME JOIN US AT OUR OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY, APRIL 7th FROM 9AM - 4 PM.
« : Good selection of spring waters

„ ntmont u/ppkdavs at (408) 742-7194. If unable to call or stop by, please forward
MM North MMhIk*. Sunn,v.,e, CA94086. We ... .n equ.lopportunitV affirmative action employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

A
A

•g 40 Different Imported Seers

MISSILES A SPACE COMPANY

Located at March Ln.& Pershing
in St. Mark's Plaza
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Fichtner replaces Morrison as
new head basketball coach
By Kevin Bartram
Facifican Sports Editor

UOP acted quickly in naming a
replacement for retired head baskethall coach Stan Morrison, as the.
Pacific athletic department announ
ced that Dick Fichtner, a six-year
assistant under Morrison, has been
signed to a three-year contract for
that position.
Fichtner, who previously held
the head coaching reins at Occidental
college in Los Angeles for three
seasons said he was, "extremely
delighted" about the hiring and ad
ded, "It's something I've always wan
ted."
The 39-year-old UC Santa Bar
bara graduate stated, "one reason I
first came to UOP was that I wanted,
a Division l head coaching job,
though not necessarily at Pacific."
Fichtner's Occidental record was
48-3 I as he led the Southern Califor
nia Tigers to three second-place
finishes in the Southern California In

Dick Fichtner

tercollegiate Athletic Conference. He
also coached some football and
baseball at Oxv.

Fichtner was the player's choice
to succeed Morrison as many of the
Tigers were quoted to have expressed
support of the new Tiger coach after
word of Morrison's resignation got
out.
"Me taking the job will be much
different than for someone to come in
from outside the system," Fichtner j
stated. "I'm going to continue with
our recruiting procedures and, of
course, I have the same association
with the players."
Fichtner,

who

competed

in,

baseball, football and basketball in
college, has heard nothing from his
old boss, Stan Morrison, since last
week and has no solid tips as to where
the PCAA coach-of-the-year might
land a job.
Meanwhile, the search goes on
for a replacement for UOP AthleticDirector Dr. Cedric Dempsey, who
resigned last week also.
Dempsey has landed a similar
post at San Diego State University.
Pacific's interim AD is Dr. Elkin

Dr. Robert Winterberg and Dr.
Clifford Hand head up a team to seek
out applicants and eventually land
a new Athletic Director at UOP.
Assisting Winterberg and Hand
are College of the Pacific Deans, Dr.
Roy Whiteker and Dr. Donald Duns.
Yet'to be selected to aide in the search
process are two administrators from
the physical education and recreation
department, two assistant coaches,
two students, one alumnus and one
representative from a support group.

Kevin B Arewomen 's

Sports Editc

women's

movement
members o!

As the
catapults the female
society into a somewhat more respecin the past, (in many areas
focus of importance is shifting ay
from men and toward women. Eyen
IS
the male-dominated sports world
slowly taking heed to advancements
made by women in the proless.on.
And UOP athletics is no different.
Are women's athletics treated air y
at UOP?
„
f. ,,
"More and more so, says held
hockey coach Doris Meyer. "A great
change like this can't happen overIt's unrealistic to believe
night.

plications.
As the replacement process is just
getting underway, no information on
possible applicants or successors is
available. However, Dr. Winterberg
did make note that the replacement
will work on a "combined operation"
basis, stating, "He will be both
Athletic Director and PE and
Recreation Department chairman, as
was Dr. Dempsey."

Tennis title goes to
Pharmacy student
UOP Pharmacy student Em
manuel Acholonu captured the men's
singles championship in the 34th an
nual Stockton Record handicap ten<nis tournament held last Sunday at
Oak Park.
A foreign student from Nigeria,

Acholonu defeated Delta College's
Jerry Dimas 6-1,6-1 in straight sets to
take the category title.
Acholonu
currently
holds
SAPHA (Student American Phar
maceutical Association) and Stockton
Ebony Tennis Club championships.

•

Lacrosse meets Cal
The UOP Tigers lacrosse team
; lost 13-5 to the perennial league
; powerhouse Stanford Cardinals last
weekend.
Prom the opening'
!moments the Cardinals established
!their dominance and never once lost
grip on the game.
Not until the second quarter did
; the Tigers manage to pierce the Stan
ford defense and score. Penalties cost
the Tigers dearly as the Stanford
man-up was virtually unstoppable.
By halftime, the score stood Stanford
' 8 UOP 2.
In the second half, the Tigers •
managed to gain some composure'
and slowed down the Cardinal at

I

tack. Unfortunately, in the early
fourth quarter, Pacific goalie and
coach Bob Knox injured his knee and
was forced to leave the game. Sub
sequent reports indicated that he
would remain out of action for the
remainder of the season.
The Tiger offense showed some
prgress and scored three more goals,
leaving the final score of 13 to 5.
This is the most goals the Tigers have
ever scored against Stanford and can
be looked upon as an optimistic sign.
The Tigers next game will be
played at home on Sunday, March 25
at 1:00 on the intramurals field.

On schedule at Billy Hebertj^ark
today is a NCBA game against USf at
3:00. On tap today at the ballpark is
beer sold for 15<t a glass. All are en
couraged to come out to the ballpark
to watch the ballgame.

UOP student is
handball champ
By Kevin Bartram
Facifican Sports Editor

Handball is not a thriving sport
on the UOP campus, but that doesn't
mean Pacific is without exceptions.
One such handball is Paul Hendrix.
Paul is somewhat above the title
of "buff" though as he recently
placed filth in the United States
Handball Association's playoffs.
Mayl>e "expert" is more the word.
Hendrix, a fifth year engineering
student at UOP, first became in
terested in handball in high school
when he "occasionally played." His
dad also had an influence as Mr.
Hendrix often participated in the
game.
"I really started playing steadily
at UC Irvine," the Sierra Madre
native stated.
Hendrix presently plays at the
YMCA or Quail Lakes. He seems to
lean towards the latter even though it
costs a fair amount of money. Courts
are available for rental at Quail
Lakes but club memberships are ap
proximately $30 per month.
"Other than club fees, handball
is somewhat inexpensive," the 24year-old Hendrix claimed. "Just a
pair of gloves and a ball is all you
need."
Hendrix says that he knows of
"no one else here (at UOP) who plays
handball" but added with optimism
that he'd heard talk of new racquetball courts and "maybe that will in
spire more people to play."
Besides this, as Hendrix points
out, "very few colleges have teams,"
for handball.
About the high USHA tour
nament finish, Hendrix is modest. "I
was first in the consolation round soI
came behind the four finalists," Hen
drix said.
To reach the Nationals, Hendrix
placed third in the Western Regionals

at Berkeley last month.
"This gave me a better position
to enter the Nationals which I even
tually did," Hendrix stated.
Hendrix was seeded in the A
division as there were also B and C
divisions, ranked according to
playing ability.
About 15 or 20
others participated in Paul's division.
He won the consolation round by
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other schools.
"Everything here is differ
Dixon commented. "When y0u
here you realize you took a |J'
granted at a big school."
Dixon pointed out
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basketball in particular asshestat(
'They lost a lot last year and the
competing with teams like San|
State who are getting a lot more."
"And it's the same for men's„
revenue sports," Dixon said,
"Something's gotta give."
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"We need to show (recruits) ftUOP has something to offer besidn
academics—other schools have thai
Liskevych stressed.
Doris Meyer echoed Liskevyd
about recruiting, "To get a
quality program you've got to hav
top quality players and for that \
need money."
"We've got to decide how

Jean Dixon
faced two more than the minimalamount of Cougar batters. Swanson
only allowed one solid ball out of the
infield which was a sixth inning triple
off the top of the leftfield wall. Still,
that hit proved unproductive as
Swanson picked that runner off at
third base. The Tigers scored their
final tally in the eighth inning to set
the final score at Washington State:
5 UOP: 2.

assets to the program but sta j
feel bad for the coaches because
can't win when they have very
(scholarship) players Compaq"

Liskevych made note of the |a
that, "to improve the women's an
one needs to get blue chip athiel
Held
We've (volleyball) been lucky,
other sports need that.

#

Bv Bob Lavenstein

run the final run total for UOP to ten
scores. Washington scored once in
the ninth inning for a final linescore
of two runs on seven hits.
On Tuesday afternoon, Washing
ton State scored four times in the se
cond inning off starter Dave
Bevilaqua on two doubles, a UOP
error, and a single. State added an
unearned run in the fifth inning. In
the bottom of the fifth inning, UOP
scored their first run on a walk, a line
drive double down the leftfield line
that set runners on second and third.
Two more walks forced in the Tiger
run. Dan Swanson hurled the final
four frames of the contest and only

unity bred by the small enrolls
size and the "super athletes" „ *

"A lot of decisions have to |
made soon," Liskevych said jn
gards to funding and Title IX• 1%
pretation at UOP

Tiger nine takes double-header
Bertillachi singled to set runners at
Rejuvenated by an inspiring
first and third. On an ensuing wild
team meeting, the UOP baseball
squad downed Oregon State 9-1 last . pitch, Carozzi scored for a 5-0 UOP
advantage.
Sunday, and turned away the
Roy Gaebel opened a four run
Washington Huskies the next day 102. The following day, the powerful
seventh inning with a blast over the
Washington State Cougars, who
leftfield wall.
Singles by Tobin,
possessed a 12-2 record going tino the
Plant, and Carozzi then loaded the
game, outlasted a respectable Tiger
bases. All three scored on a series of
plays that included two fielder's
bid by only a 5-2 margin. The im
proved quality of Tiger baseball was ' choices, a walk, and Rob Brzezinski's
assuredly a reflection of a team
line drive rbi single.
meeting before the northwest schools
The next day against contrasting
came to town.
At the meeting,
sunny skies and peaceful weather, the
Tigers trimmed the Washington
players voiced constructive criticism
about how the team wus playing be
Huskies 10-2 on eleven basehits. Pit
low its capabilities.
cher Howie Detmar tossed a fine
The Oregon State Beavers came
game as he limited the Huskies to
to town on a misty and cloud covered
only seven hits. The contest was close
Sunday, but the weather proved to be
for 5'/2 innings with a 1-1 scoring
no hindrance to UOP as dividends
deadlock. In the sixth inning, the
from the team meeting started
Tigers launched an explosive six run
blooming. Tiger hitters abounded
rally. Stan Rogers grounded a sharp
with nine runs on eleven hits while
basehit to left field to drive in his se
pitcher Greg Unger yielded only one
cond run of the afternoon. Rogers'
run on six basehits to record his third
smash to the centerfield wall in the
first inning drove in the first Tiger
triumph without a loss. The only run
scored against Unger was a meaning
run. Following Rogers' sixth inning
less unearned eighth inning tally.
rbi was single by Gaebel, double by
UOP crossed the plate once in the
Bertillachi, intentional walk to Walt
second inning on John Bertillachi's
Poole to load the bases, a double from
rbi single and twice in the fourth on
Steve Trevino that scored two, and a
Steve Trevino's bases loaded two run
few fielders choice plays that amoun
In the fifth inning, Roy
single.
ted to a six ru^i inning.
Gaebel reached base on an error and
In the eighth inning, the Tigers
advanced to third on Pat Tobin's
added three runs when the first two
single to rightfield. Gaebel scored
batters walked and came home of
when Greg Plant grounded into a
Poole's double off the leftfield wall.
double play. Then Jose Carozzi and
Trevino then singled Poole home to

sports

progressing at UOP?

The committee will develop
criteria and send out the job ap

Pacifican Sports Writer
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otherwise.
"We've made some great improvements," coach Meyer pointed
out.
"At Pacific, it (fair treatment)
depends on the sport,
claimed
women's Softball and basketball
coach Jacy Showers. "Volleyball can
compete at a national level but othersstruggle in their conferences."
Women's volleyball coach Terry
Liskevych claims "there is not
equality" in the treatment of
women's and men's sports at UOP
and states, "We aren't in compliance,
philosophically or otherwise, to Title
IX."
Title IX is the legislative act
requiring all facets of public
education, including athletics to be
financially assisted without regard to
sex. The controversy is rising at UOP
at to whether the Pacific athletic
department is in total compliance
with Title IX. (See Facifican, No. 17)
"Everywhere I've seen, everyone
gets at least as good treatment (as
UOP)," Liskevych stated.
"Other
schools give not only financial
backing (to women's sports) but the
schools feel it s the right thing to do
philosophically.
UOP doesn't have a women's
Athletic Director and all schools have
an AD, Liskevych said. "Also, none
of our women's programs have
assistant coaches."
Jean Dixon, UOP's assistant spor
ts information director, who came to
Pacific from Ohio State, says Pacific
is
- "100% different than a big school
like OSU, in regards to women's
athletics.
"The two schools are at different
ends of the spectrum," Miss Dixon
stated, "partly because there was
more money at OSU."
Dixon pointed out

the strong

Arkansas

that, "With a few more adjustment
I think we can be up to .standards,
and stated, "We'll probably decidet
choose one or two sports and pi
more money into those selected.
With
the momentum 1111
women's movement has gained, df
difficult to imagine the wo®*,
athletes at UOP receiving a map
setback. UOP will most likely#
cumb to the women's athletic depf*
ment's wishes.
Until that moment arriu1
however, women's sports at UOf,
general, will probably contim"1
struggle.
It rs only hoped that the un
supported women's teams survive,K
next few years, long enough for th®
to finally reap in benefits create
"the movement," and that, by the®
is not too late.

Fin

stole an
valued at about
still open- Then
Calder mobiles,
around $200,00
And.
building
critics, the build

project some sports up to top qualj.
and Division I standards,"
stated. "We need a bit more mo®
expert coaches to attract playersrs ant
better facilities."
Meyer also stressed the feeliiiE
that to develop a good womm
program, it is not necessary
destroy a men's sport. "I'm |
sonally concerned with all student
opportunities."
J acy Showers called for
school to employ "a philosophy
phasizing which sports are going In
be competitive and how."
Showers also pointed out that
"UOP must emphasize support
systems more.
More coaches ad
training facilities and equipment an
needed."
As noted earlier. Pacific has no
assistant coaches for women's sport
(or most non-revenue sports for that
matter) and the school's athletic
facilities leave a lot to be desired
Solutions to the UOP problem
are tough to come by. Liskevychfro
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Paul Hendrix
defeating the other first round losers.
Concerning the state of handball
in general, Hendrix said, "It's a good
game but it requires a good amount
of practice."
Hendrix had some advice for
beginners as he suggested, "Get a ball
and throw is around a court. Get the
feel of it."
He noted that, "A lot of people
start on one outside wall but its really
different playing with four walls."
Hendrix has no major plans for
th future concerning handball and
says he'll probably stay at a "club
level" from now on.
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the whole roster k I f,pacing
the Tigers with a .520
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cracked one homer.
Launa Cornwell is carry'^
•414 average with 12 hits in 29 P
aPpearances.
She is leading
Tigers in runs scored
doubles with two and has four s
bases in as many attempts.
„
Joan Gallagher leads U
9
RBls with 10 and has 10 hits,
also leacjs Pacific in at-bats
and

has two doubles.
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Other offensive standouts i®
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Ulloa (.300), Leanne
(•316), Lisa Colin (.318) and J'
Shearer (.333).
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pacific music camp
jraws top educators
dozen of the leading music'
in the nation have been
conductors for •the
MV 34th
,fd f>ueS' °
«-"U
- pacific Music Camp that is
]flUa , ...
i-r . .
f Juled t0 b<>gin June 17 at the
of Music
'•• Lrvatory
nserva-—
" ^ orchestral conductors will
'jj, John Canarina of Drake
f
Jones of
the
jversity. William .»«••»
ui tn
e
" • s o l a -based Twin Cities Youth
'.'phonies and the Minnesota OrLtra, hny Luke of the Oklahoma
University School of Music and
Oklahoma City Symphony, and
2e Buckbee, conductor of the
^ Orchestra.
Symphony
<
directors
will include
Band —
,|d Hunsberger, conductor of the
tors
iduc31

fe
Robert' vf ^^
President of the Nat^P3St
Band DirJ^T''
Emeritus of the University of n
'
Cg°n
Bands, William RETY
ds' P&St band
director anJ
n°W chairman of the
tin
University of New Mexico Music
epartment, and C. Dale Fjerstad
^nductor of the UOP Wind Enseal
e and Concert Band.
Chora! directors will be Lynn
en of the University of
Colorado, Rod Walker of the Kansas
State University, David Stocker for
merly director of choral activities at
niversity of North Dakota and now
on the staff at Arizona State Univer

to
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— Three years ago,
ne
snuck
into the University of
Jllieo
^Kansas' Fine Arts Building, and
le an Alexander Calder mobile
jied at about $25,000. The case is
-illopen. There are also seven other
*
mobiles, cumulatively worth
$200,000, displayed in the
juiiding. And, according to some
JritiCs, the building itself is still wide

i°t to decide how to
ports up to top quality
I standards," Meyer
iced a bit more money,
i to attract players and

open for other thieves.
While campus security woes
around the country have generally
centered on protection for students
and their living quarters, Arkan
sas problem is becoming common,
too. "We have a number of re
ports," says Robert Begley of the
existing libraries and other campus
buildings to protect the abruptly
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(UPS) - The political debate in Mass
achusetts over raising the legal dr inking ago culminated last week when
Hie legislature, in a compromise,
tinkled to raise the minimum agt
from 18 to 20.
Students in particular had been
obbying against and, in some cases,
Protesting the proposed change in the
w. They are continuing to organize
"•round the issue. On March 5, the
'lay that Gov. Edward King signed
'he bill, about a thousand students at
'he University of Massachusetts
Amherst hanged the governor in ef-

At U-Mass, the issue has even enstudent polities.
POUR
°rganizers include several aspirants
!,)r student government office, anc
'hey've claimed the current student
^ministration didn't do enough to
st(>p the increase in drinking age.

Students from New England
College, Colby College, and the
University of New Hampshire ave
al*>

joined in protests and lobbying
over the Massachusetts bill.

efforts

The new law was to have becorr
effective April 1, but Gov. King
s'gned

a preamble empowering m
institute it at his discretion.
'
Vfl appears the likely time for im

to

plementation.
iMn
The effects thus far have
Animal.
Amherst liquor s
°wners said local college s a
Were making fewer, but larger, 1
Purchases. The law also may
sales.
cut down on dorm liquor

Edward Durell Stone (now deceased)
asked the then-obscure Calder to
design and cast mobiles for the cam
pus. Calder got $1000 for the eight
pieces, and had to pay for the ship
ping. In the ensuing decades Calder,
who died last year, became world
famous for his mobiles, and, of course,
the Arkansas works multiplied some
25 times in value.
Yet few at the university Knew
about the increasing value of the
four-to-five feet wide mobiles until
one was stolen. Even now, some in
the school don't know what they
have. University President Charles
E. Bishop said in a telephone inter
view about the mobiles, "I'm not
aware of them."
Talk like that nettles Richard
Gray, a leading Calder expert who
operates a gallery in Chicago. "It
seems to me there is a Fiduciary
responsibility that the (school) ad
ministration should know that they
are there. They ought to be aware of
it and use it, or sell them. It's
Irresponsible- not knowing about
them." Of the university's security
for the pieces, he added, "I'm ner
vous from just what you've told me."

Benjamin Holt Dr.
Fall 1979

Visit
four continents while
earning a full semester of
credit. Professors are from
leading American Universities.
Completely accredited by the Univer' sity of Colorado.
More than 60 university courses, many with voyagerelated emphasis. Strong supporting in-port programs.
Visiting area experts.
Sail from San Francisco September 12 to the Orient,
India, Africa, South America and the Caribbean.
Apply now.
For Free Color Brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea.Taj Mahal Building,
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free
outside California) (714) 581-6770 (in California). SS. Universe is fcilly airconditioned. 18,000 tons, of Liberian registry.

l^gg
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Government upheaval
cuts off Iranian funds

Drinking age raised,
ontroversy continues

ler«l

uolin (.318) a

valuable collections. It's even more
expensive to construct new buildings,
a burden few schools are willing to
shoulder anyway these days, as
revenues are expected to decline with
enrollments over the next decade.
Speaking of the Arkansas Calder
pieces, Martha Sutherland, the department gallery coordinator, noted
"they are worth a lot of money. They
are unprotected. I'm not willing to
talk to you about them. We don't
want this to get out, not until we can
put them in a building to protect
them." She wasn't sure how many
years that would be.
She added that the mobiles were
insured just as all university property,
like pencil sharpeners, were insured.
They are not, however, insured for
their worth.
She recently
photographed and "documented"
the mobiles as a prelude to getting
more insurance for them. Just after
the one mobile was stolen, the
remaining seven were re-hanged with
heavier wire. Soon thereafter, a har
psichord was stolen from the same
rooiH'. The harpsichord, though, was
ultimately recovered.
The school got the mobiles in the
first place in 1949, when architect

Massachusetts

Other students have formed a
Rroup ca lied POUR—People Op
posed
to
Unreasonable
emulation—and collected 30,000
''^natures to put the drinking age
1'iestion on the 1980 state ballot.
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and William Dehning, a past
president of the California chapter of
the American Choral Directors and a
faculty member to UOP.
Frank Wiens of. the Conservatory
faculty at UOP will conduct a piano
master class.
Pacific Music Camp involves two
two-week camps for senior high
school students in band, orchestra
and chorus. There also are five oneweek camps for junior high schoo
students in band, choir, orchestra anc
jazz.
For more information on the
camp, contact the UOP Conservatory
of Music.

SPORT SHOE
SITY

stored- for months before it is
CPS — After a long effort, the
ultimately sold to consumers. In such
United States has developed a
cases, the new odor chemical would
chemical—"extract of orange
. not work, and the consumer, says
peel"—to mix with the paraquat now
NORML, could not tell if the
being sprayed on Mexican marijuana
marijuana in question carried traces
836
fields. The foul-smelling substance
of paraquat.
would, according to theory, help con
sumers determine if their marijuana
Around the World^ ^
had been contaminated by paraquat.
According to Zodiac News Ser
vice, Dr. Walter Gentner of the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture says the con
taminated pot would start smelling
as soon as it was heated or burned. It
will start smelling, that is, if the
paraquat-laced pot makes it to the
consumer within six weeks of being
sprayed.
That
has
thfe
National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) worried.
NORML estimates some marijuana is

Campus security woes 'stealing more common'
cpS

show

11

sity,

Orange peel used
as paraquat detector

Students who used to sell liquor out of
their dorm rooms are thinking twice.
One student who used to sell six-packs
from his room noted that "selling to
kids is bad news." Under the law,
under-age drinkers can be fined up to
$300.
Despite even stiffer fines for un
der-age drinkers found driving, oppo
nents of the new law foresee an in
crease in the number of drunk stu
dent drivers. New Hampshire has no
sales tax on liquor, and is expected to

attract students from surrounding
states Massachusetts legislators are
particularly worried untl.r-agc
drinkers in western counties will
Sarlydrive.obarfinupS.a«New
York, where the legal age is 18 years
old.

CPS _ "I'm glad it's over. Now
maybe the banks will open so I can
get some money to pay my rent.
With the toppling of Premier
Shahpour Bakhtiar's government in
Iran, this remark by an Iranian
student at the University of Southern
California characterizes the situation
of many Iranian students. In past
months, Iran's postal service and
banks have been largely inoperative,
creating problems for Iranian stu
dents dependent on money from
home.
Students at a number of
schools are running behind on tuition
and fee payment, while others are
reporting that they are being evicted.
At the University of Alabama,
the International Student Affairs
Office estimates that 95 percent of
the Iranians enrolled were "short of
funds." Consequently, UA officials
are offering school housing, meals,
and emergency loans to students.
Payment will be deferred "until such
time as they can pay," said office
director Greg Leonard.
Meanwhile, many of the Univer
sity of Houston's 250-some Iranian
students have been "depending on

LIGHT DELIGHTS
LUNCHES

each other" since mail service was in
terrupted. Marion Merrimam of the
International Student Services office
said that some students who couldn't
pay rent were "sleeping six to eight to
and apartment — or wherever they
can." She also noted that "a lot of
students are working illegally."
Some students, like Hamid
Moshaeg at the University of Califor
nia-Berkeley, are trying to obtain
loans. Moshaeg, who is working on a
doctorate in math, said he had not
received money from his family in
three months.

GARP MAKES
HEADLINES!
• On major bestseller lists coast-to-coast-including The New York Times bestseller list for
6 months and still going strong.
• A Dual Main Selection of the Book-of-theMonth Club
• Over 100,000 hardcover copies in print.

healthy and low in calories!
JomaL- SALADS -HOT ENTREES

* FROSTY DESSERTS •

RON
CORNELIUS

THIS
WEEK'S
SPECIAL

Fructose and Slim Milk Ice Cream
(no refined sugar)
.45 size only 75 calories
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon-Thurs
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri & Sat
6„19N.ELOORADOrh95«S80
Mayfair Shopping Center Courtyard
(Behind Century 21)

_ ke"
' .r*-L.
University Book Store
•
(2*9)
M4-2329
University Ceeter • Stock!**. CA Will «
"

• Movie rights sold to Warner Bros.

The World
According to Garp
John Irving

List $2.98 This week $2.20
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Lorena Mcllvenna

Pianist admires campus close-up
By Tracy Riddle
Pacifican Staff Writer

Early last summer, UOP received
a valuable endowment in the form of
a new admirer.
But the gain wasn't monetary.
Instead, the 81-year-old woman who
has made the University her home
brings aesthetic value to UOP.
Lorena Mcllvenna, mother of Dr.
Raymond Mcllvenna, a UOP
political science professor for 17
years, lives in a student-occupied
apartment complex, shops at the
ASUOP grocery store and attends
Conservatory recitals.
A conspicuous campus resident
because of her age, Mrs. Mcllvenna
somehow overshadows her age dillerence from students with her cheer
ful attitude and warm smile.
"People told me that 1 wouldn't
like living in my apartment because
the students would be so noisy." she
said. "But, they are not at all. They
are nice and considerate, just like 1
knew they would be.
"And, they even look after me."
Looking after Mrs. Mcllvenna
isn't an easy task, either. Since the
school vear began, she has attended
41 music recitals. These include,
student, instructor and guest perfor
mances, and even summer Music
Camp recitals.
"I usually check in advance as to
what 1 want to attend," she said.

Mrs. Mcllvenna likes what she
"And, sometimes I will be just sitting
hears, too. "Some of those studehts
at home and there is nothing to watch
are just out of this world... I enjoy lis
on television, so 1 throw on my coat
tening to them so much."
and head over to the Conservatory."
Her favorite composers are Bach,
Why is Mrs. Mcllvenna so attrac
Grieg and Mozart. "1 like Bach's or
ted to the Conservatory?
gan pieces and Grieg and Mozart's
Encouraged by her mother, a
piano pieces," she said. "I think
piano instructor, she began piano
everyone has special pieces they like,
lessons 72 years ago when she was
and these are mine.
nine years old.
"Oh, but there are so many
"My mother always had me take
others, too," she adds enthusiastically.
special lessons that would help me
Mrs. Mcllvenna said her own
improve. I think the key to being a
musical background "came in
good musician is the amount of study
handy" when her late husband
ing vou are willing to do," she said.
became a Methodist minister.
Mrs. Mcllvenna describes herself
"A minister's wife can be useful
as an "average musician that loves
in all aspects of the church. L was
music," but her son, Dr. Mcllvenna,
able to perform special pieces on the
describes her as a "brilliant pianist."
piano, and then later on the pipe or
"Music has always been a way
gan," she said.
for me to express myself," she says.
"I also did a lot of accompany
"1 think 1 do more than just hear the
ing...There was always a wedding,
music. 1 also feel it.
funeral or something going on."
"When I'm at the Conservatory I
'Before her marriage, Mrs. Mcll
usually don't say anything to anyone.
venna
attended college where she re
Oh, but once 1 just hail to reach over
ceived a teaching credential.
and tell this girl's family how good
She was married for 51 years up
she was," said Mrs. Mcllvenna with a
until about five years ago. Mrs. fvlcllparental-like glimmer in her eye.
venna Iiveil in San Francisco near
Mrs. Mcllvenna says the Conser
two of her children before she
vatory offers an excellent education
decided to move to Stockton.
for its students.
"This is the first time since my
"1 usually just sit and intellec
husband died to live alone. I moved
tually listen to the different pieces
to Stockton because 1 wanted to be
performed," she continued. "You
close to my son, a church and a place
know, 1 don't go to be entertained,
I could enjoy music.
but to learn more about music.

Though the Conservatory is Mrs.
Mcllvenna's first love om campus,
she also makes periodic visits to the
Long Theater. "In college, 1 used to
slip away to go watch live drama per
formed.
"I have a great appreciation tor
someone who can project themself as
another character. But, just like a
preacher can't preach to empty seats,
I help to fill the seats for a drama pro
duction."
Mrs. Mcllvenna often takes
walks through the campus.
"I really love it over by the rose
garden. It is so beautiful," she says.
She adds that Morris Chapel,'
where she often stops for quiet
meditation, is "a good resting point
for me."
Religion is an important part ol
Mrs. Mcllvenna's life.
"I was a minister's wife for so
long and I still need to be involved
with the church."
"I feel right at home there. The
people are very friendly and the con
gregation is very aware.
Since her move to Stockton, Mrs.
Mcllvenna says her life is in perfect
order.
"I have my family, my music and
my church, and I hope to continue
this lifestyle for long as the good Lord
gives me strength."
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McCaffrey elected
WCA president
President McCaffrey was elected
president of the Western College
Association at the organization's an
nual meeting in Carmel on March 15
and 16.
"I consider my election not only
to be an honor personally, but recog
nition of our university," stated Mc
Caffrey.
"I1 am very
V-dlNCJ.
/ Ipleased to have
this opportunity of serving the broad
•.

•

L!

higher education community in the

More on...

Butler proud to join family of 'Little House'
After five years, he'll receive his
bachelor's degree in May .
"I came back because I wanted
Butler's desire to express his
to complete my education; It was a
opinions may be the reason he likes to
gut thing that brought be back.
play a personality similar to his own.
"I was frustrated by what was
"I'm an artist, but in a different .
happening. It's bitter and cold out
sense. I'm better at representing me."
there. I came back to get my head
Besides his attainment this week
together so that I could go back (to
of a regular role on "Little House on
Hollywood) again.
the Prairie," Butler has done several
"Now I understand why people
other television spots, including a
tell their kids, Don't go into show
leading part in a movie made for
business. What is unique about the
television titled, "Forever."
business in comparison to other
" 'Forever' was me," he says,
careers is that you are your product,
then adds, "except for some parts.
you are selling yourself.
Like, for instance, I wouldn't have
"When you audition, you say,
gotten mad at the end, and I wouldn't
'This is what I am. Please like me, '
have said I was making out with girls
and then your agent says, 'Sweet
all over Oregon, when I obviously
heart, they liked you very much, but
wasn't.
you were too tall, too blonde, too
"I would also have been more
broken up at the end...l think I would
young, too old, tpo husky, or your
quality wasn't right.' And.what does
have been somewhat despondent, in
your quality mean but you?"
stead of so nonchalant... 1 just have to
After delineating all
the
get those kind of feelings out."
frustrations of the business, Butler
The movie, which aired January,
adds with a smile, "But, when you
1978, focused on the high school
finally hit one, it makes all the dis
romance of a young couple, Butler
appointments bearable.
and Stephanie Zimbalist.
"And," he says, "I've exper
A communication arts major,
ienced some success in a business
Butler left UOP in the summer and
where the vast majority fail...I am
fall of 1977 to complete filming of
"Forever."
not the most talented, though."
Butler critizes his acting develop
"I felt like the world was opened
up to me," he recalled.
ment, saying, "At this point, I don't
have the facilility to go past myself.
"But, the film didn't get the
response that we thought it would. It
"I can intellectualize what
was too surfacy. It didn't get at the
another person is like, but I have a
guts of the kids."
tougher time being that character."
Butler left UOP again last fall.
The actor says playing a Dart in a
(cont. from page 1)
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television series has its positive and
negative side."On the positive side, you
become well-known, people know
your face, your name and people feel
they know you. It could do great
things for your potential for working
other places.
"However, on the other hand,
with that kind of mass exposure
people see you in that situation and
you're immediately associated with
it."
Butler returns to the positive.
"I'd love to act all my life. Also, I'd
like to have creative control over an
entire product.
"Editors can make or break per
formances given by an actor...Some
of the best moments hit the floor in
the editing room."
In order to understand the film
making process better, Butler studies
lighting, camera movement, lens use,
etc.
Part of his education on that sub
ject has been on-the-job, but another
is in progress in a UOP class,
"Aesthetics of Film."
"This is the utopia. And, I don't
just mean UOP," says Butler. "A
college education is a great privilege.
You can enrich yourself with so few
worries that it can't be beat."
Butler's career started in high
school in a play by Mark Twain
titled, "Puddinhead Wilson."
"One day I decided to go
audition for a play, and I did, and I
got the lead. That started it all for
me," he said.
Another step in his career was in
the summer of his freshman year at
UOP, in 1975, when he was an extra
on "Streets of San Francisco."
"There was something about the

lights, the crew, the cameras and the
people running around that excited
me. But, at the same time, I knew I
couldn't tolerate TV unless 1 had
more exposure."
Butler will be getting plenty of
exposure for at least a few years. He's
signed a seven-year contract with
NBC for the series which rates con
sistently among the top 10 or 15 TV
programs in the country.
That means that anywhere from
15 to 30 million people watch the
"Little House on the Prairie," which
airs Monday nights at 8 p.m. on a
weekly basis.
Some of that audience will un
doubtedly be from UOP next season,
especially from Alpha Kappa
Lambda, of which Butler is a member.
"The members have been highly
supportive of me in my creative en
deavors."
Butler will be leaving Stockton
and his hometown of Piedmont to
begin filming with the series May 14,
five days prior to graduation.
"I'll finish finals, be thrilled,
celebrate, go to Southern California,
and then fly back up to graduation,"
he said.
"But I'll get a bigger thrill out of
walking through that line and getting
that diploma^
"When I arrive on the set, I'll
have to listen a lot and be sensitive to
the energy there. After all, the cast
has been working together for five
years now.
"I'll make myself part of the
family...Today, I was extended an in
vitation to join the family, and I'm
proud to be a member of it."

Sponsors needed for funding
of summer camp for retarded

W?

H-M

A UOP tradition
FATHER ROBERT SILVA takes an active part in the annual UOPian af
fair, both as a singer and master of ceremohies. As the University's
resident priest, Silva heads the NeWman student Catholic community.

In past years, Sister Madeleine of
the Catholic Diocese of Stockton, has
run a summer camp for retarded
children in the Santa Cruz mountains
near La Monda.
However, this year funds for the
program are scarce since funding
previously received from the state has
been cut off due to the passage of
Proposition 13.
Most of the children who attend
the annual camp live in foster homes
or come from poor families.
Therefore, the camp is expected
to be much smaller this year and may
be limited to only those retarded
children whose parents can afford to
send them there.
Peig Fairbrook would like to ap
peal to campus organizations to
sponsor one or more needy children
so that they man be able to attend

camp.
"The cost of sending one such
needy child to summer camp is $202.
This is really not a very large sum for
a fraternity, a residence hall, or a
campus club to collect," said Mrs.
Fairbrook.
"All it takes is one or several
students to decide that this is, indeed,
a worthy cause and that retarded
children need a vacation, just like
you and I."
Counselor positions for the
camp, which is scheduled from July 1
to 11, are also available. The salary
is $7,5, plus room and board for the
10 day session.
"It would be a great experience
for anyone interested in special
education,
recreation
and
humanics," she added.

West."
McCaffrey, who has served as
vice president of the association for
the past two years, succeeds Sister

Sally Furay, provost of theUniveil|i
of San Diego.
The'Western College Associate,
is composed of independent and ft
supported colleges and university
from the eight western states.
The organization serves
forum for the discussion and re»l
tion of issues on higher education.
.

'

also does research concerning poft
„.,
,1
(>,liinotinn
....
condary
education
and appo®
commissioners to the Senior Accrei
ing Commission which is responsfe
for the accreditation of colleges if
universities in its region.

'Simple' aid forms
frustrate applicants
l,:
high

CPS — One of the most frustrating
aspects of trying to get financial aid,
many students say, is figuring out the
forms.
They're not the only ones who
agonize over forms. At the behest of
several student lobbying groups, the
Office of Education (OE) just came
up with a new simpler form for Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
(BEOG) applicants. But education
and student spokesman are already
criticizing it as "too simple."
The BEOG program, which in
1978 provided up to $1800 to over
1.8 million students, has a history of
snafus with the applicants. Last year,
the OE designated some new ap
plications-screening procedures
designed to stop the flow of aid to
ineligible students. Under the new
guidelines, though, over 500,000 ap
plications— over twice as many as
the previous year — were rejected by
BEOG's processing center.
The unusually large number of
BEOG rejections led many colleges to
complain to OE of financial set-backs
backs and reduced enrollments.
Financial aid officials pegged the

More on...

:
rejection
rate to minor errors
a "confusing" form, rather thana
tual ineligibility. OE officials c»
ceded they had no way of knowii
whether the applicants were cheatea
or if they were simply tripped
other forms.
At any rate, OE sent Mailgrai
to rejected applicants, telling then
they were turned down only bec»
their application forms were in«#
petent or improperly filled out, anf
urged them to go to their local!®*
cial aid officers for help in «*
pleting the forms completely. Mi
applicants were approved whentto
re-submitted their applications,
But the ambiguity promptedDepartment of Health, Educati®
and Welfare to ask OE to makef1
new application which it will suMj
to HEW for approval on Feb. If
The form "significantly' reducest
number of questions asked,
requires students to include their"'
their parents" tax forms in
financial questions.
Peter
OE's director of student aid P°"J
leels that the tax information w"
take the burden of verifying f
plications off the institutions,

Faculty on admissions
for GM," Hauben added!

Music History professor George
Nemeth said, I don't care what your
legal rights are. You are morally
wrong. We are the ones whose jobs
are on the line.
"It's going to be academic
suicide lor some students under this
new policy of admissions," he said
Associate COP Dean Donald
Duns commented on UOP':
s basketball team saying, "Our
basketball
team has helped this
establish an image that we^eThoS
students as students."
Duns warned his colleagues not
to stereotype UOP Regents.
fact th^f

alS° brouSht UP the
IS."?? tor '"tefcollegi,

nrh SUI"m,er trial sessi°n available to
other students who do not meet ad
mission criteria.
"Don't let us down, please"
Connors pleaded to the faculty mem
bers at the meeting.
'
Connors said he plaveH (,
years of high school football and
managed to earn a 3.6 grade
g
dt Polng
average.
"And, I was talking to
brother, who vVas a COP
year. He U/Q C
1
^

m
ast

in the Air Force because he could-!
get into medical school. He had
some
, problems with organic (chemistry"'

"He's kind of upset aabout
new admissions policy, tie sa)s;
didn't get any special coi,1#
ation,' " Connors said.
Other faculty members eXP'^
concern over their lack of kno*
So»*
about the Board of Regentsseemed anxious to discuss the
with them.
Jonl
The prelude to the Afa' ^
Council resolution read, 1*^1
been the tradition at U0' (
academic standards have b#
trusted to the faculty.
^
"The recent action of the'•
of Regents in negating the p.
the president to the faculty-' (
missions standards would "
bt*
lowered for athletes is the first
in this tradition.
Hie resolution continued"In view of the deep ^,,
commitment to the excellent
program and the danger °
established avenues for a^111fjf(
retention, satisfactory iiCi^
progress, etc., we earnestly
the Regents to re-examine the'r ^
resolution on special admbs''' p|;to explore problems and po5*"
with the faculty.
It concluded with, NVe,,efi
the development of any 8
positions and urge consult8*1 , j
cooperation as an alternate
frontation."

March 30,
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